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Both companies started off small and have grown profitable in business together over the years. Or, a
manufacturer can acquire and sell complimentary products. There are many issues that must be considered
going forward with the merger process. Conclusion 7 1. A merger in accordance with the textbook is legally
defined as a contractual and statuary process in which the surviving corporation acquires all the assets and
liabilities of another corporation the merged corporation. Technically, Merger is the amalgamation of two or
more business or companies for increasing ambit of provision of services and efficient functioning Although
the companies were manufacturing generally similar products, the differences between those products could
not be wider. The sales turnover of the company during last seven years rose from Rs. Utah Symphony
Financial Strengths 1. The company is a leading manufacturer and engineer in turnkey projects having
diversified activities in electrical and electronics; construction projects; cement manufacturing; medical
equipment; shipping; earthmoving equipment; heavy engineering and information technology. There are
multiple reasons some are motives and financial forces just to name a few Since the Fifties, Marvel Comics
has built an amazing comic and graphic novel company from the ground up. They were huge in size; the
company management could not select the right strategic options to push their businesses ahead of other
priorities. Merging the two organizations would be very effective in reducing the competition between other
organizations that provide psychiatric services to patients especially in Delaware, Las Vegas, Nevada and
Puerto Rico Chrysler was known for a product line consisting of mini-vans, light duty trucks, and four-wheel
drive off-road vehicles; Daimler-Benz was known for its luxury brand of Mercedes-Benz vehicles and
medium and heavy-duty over-the-road trucks Or, even, the core competency levels had reached to its
saturation points when these business units were no longer viable and therefore restructuring was the only
option to avoid losses or stagnation. However, from , the company was struggling to remain competitive in the
changing global aviation industry. In regards to the current state of this market, organizations should have a
well-planned operational system implemented for such merger and acquisitions opportunities. Luckily for us,
we just completed a seminar on organizational behavior and we know exactly what needs to be done to make
this transition as positive and seamless as possible However, some organizations have done their restructuring
through acquisition and mergers and some through demergers. The key financial drivers that will cause an
organization to merge could stem from several factors Annual Report. The acquiring firm retains its name and
its identity, and it acquires all of the assets and liabilities of the acquired firm.


